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Abstract: Mobility of visually impaired people is restricted by their incapability to recognize their surroundings.  

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2012,  out of 7 billion global population  there were  over 285 

million visually impaired people and 39 million were totally blind out of which 19 million are children ( below 15 

years). This means that someone in our world goes blind in every five seconds and a child in every minute. Over 90 

percent blind children obtain no schooling. Recent survey source India is now became the world’s large number of 

blind people. The population of India has reached 120 Cr. of those 8.90 Cr. people are visually impaired. 90%of those 

cannot travel independently.  In this paper, we present a survey of navigation system of visually impaired people 

highlighting various technologies with their practical usefulness, design and working challenges and requirements of 

blind people. The aim of this paper is to provide a better understanding to identify important research directions in this 

increasingly important social area for future research. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Visually challenged persons face constraints in 

independent mobility and navigation. Mobility means the 

possibility of liberally moving, without support of any 

supplementary person, at home and unfamiliar scenarios. 

People with visual impairment tackle enormous limitations 

in terms of mobility. 

A system which guide or assist people with vision loss, 

ranging from partially sight to totally blind, by means of 

sound commands is referred as Navigation assistance for 

visually impaired (NAVI).  Many researches are being 

conducted to build navigation system for blind people. 

Most of these technologies have limitations as its 

challenge involves accuracy, usability, interoperability, 

coverage which is not easy to overcome with current 

technology for both indoor and outdoor navigation. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Problems Faced by Visually Impaired People 

 

Traditionally white cane is the most popular, simplest tool 

for detecting obstacles due to its low cost, portability. It 

enables user to effectively scan the area in front and detect 

obstacles on the ground like holes, steps, walls, uneven 

surfaces, downstairs etc .but it can only be used to detect 

obstacles up to knee-level. Its detection range is limited up 

to 1-2 feet only. Certain obstacles (e.g. protruding window 

panes, raised platforms, a moving vehicle, horizontal bars) 

cannot be detected till they are dangerously close to the 

person. Even dog guides are very capable to guide these 

persons but they are unable to detect potentially hazardous 

obstacles at head level. Guide dog service stage is on 

average 6 years and requires regular dog up-keeping 

expenditure and lifestyle changes.  [1]    

 
 

B. Present Solutions on Above Problems 

Several solutions have been proposed in the recent years to 

increase the mobility and safety of visually impaired 

persons. 

A system “Roshni” determines the user’s position in the 

building, navigation via audio messages by pressing keys 

on the mobile unit. It uses sonar technology to identify the 

position of user by mounting ultrasonic modules on ceiling 

at regular intervals. This system is portable, easy to 

operate and is not affected by environmental changes. But 

this system is limited only for indoor navigation because it 

requires detailed interior map of the building. [2]        

 RFID based map-reading system which provides technical 

solution for the visually impaired to pass through public 

locations easily using RFID tag grid, RFID cane Reader, 

Bluetooth interface and personal digital assistance.  But its 

initial development cost is quite high and chances of 

interference in heavy traffic. [3]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

A voice operated outdoor navigation system developed 

using GPS, voice and ultrasonic sensor. It can alert user’s 

current position and provide verbal guidelines for 

travelling to a remote destination but fails to give obstacle 

detection and warning alert.  [4] 

Another real-time technology developed to alert visually 

impaired user by the presence of static / dynamic obstacles 

in a few meters surrounding, which works without 

depending on any Smartphone, uses camera for 

background motion detection. This system is robust to 

complex camera and background motion and does not 

required any prior knowledge about the obstacle size, 
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shape or position. This camera based image processing 

system can be a better option but it requires lot processing 

power and hence system becomes bulky, costly and it 

must be transportable. [5]  

C. Use Scenario Indoor/Outdoor 

Navigation system generally comprised either an indoor or 

outdoor positioning system or both, for detecting the 

position of consumer. Most of the outdoor navigation 

systems employ GPS for positioning. Unfortunately, GPS 

can only be used outside of buildings because the 

employed radio signals cannot penetrate solid walls. 

Outdoor navigation systems generally rely upon GPS; 

indoor systems rely upon different techniques for 

localizing the consumer, as GPS signals cannot be 

received indoors. Currently, indoor navigation systems 

always employ radio signal for positioning, which may 

suffer from the problem of signal impairments, such as 

multipath propagation and Radio Frequency interference. 

A navigation system for blind pedestrian using RFID 

passive tags provides location markers. A mobile receiver 

provides navigation guidelines based on the code saved in 

each tag. This system overcomes the GPS navigation 

limits in indoor environment and does not need any power 

supply for location markers. On the counter side, the tags 

assignment cost could be high and generally tags are not 

easy to adjust for an outdoor, insensitive environment. [6]     

Most of the recent years research for outdoor navigation 

uses Global Positioning System (GPS) based on 

geostationary satellite signals. These tools may integrate 

other services such as Geographic Information Systems 

(GIS). An extraordinary blind navigation system proposed 

based on GIS, GPS and wireless technology. But the 

resolution of GPS localization is limited for civil purposes 

(few meters). Again this system has issue of delay in the 

response when the receivers are used. Because of this low 

real-time responsiveness and lack of accuracy, system 

lacks behind to provide needed level of safety for visually 

impaired person. [7]  

 Another system for visually impaired person gives a 

structure using IR sensor and magnetic compass on 

handheld device. This system determines location and 

orientation of the user though a voice enabled GPS inside 

a closed surrounding. .But this system is limited for indoor 

navigation. [8] 

D. Some hybrid systems used in indoor as well as outdoor 

mode 

A talking assistance type location finding system proposed 

for both indoor and outdoor navigation. System consists of 

walking stick having GSM module to send message to 

authorized person at the time of tragedy, sonar sensors and 

RF transmitter and receiver. For indoor localization RFID 

and for outdoor localization GPS system is used. Thus, 

this GPS system used in walking cane reduces the cost of 

installing many RFID tags in outdoor to identify the place.  

[9]     

GPS based technique is “Drishti” which can switch the 

system from an indoor to an outdoor environment and vice 

versa with a simple vocal command. To provide complete 

navigation system, authors extend indoor version of 

Drishti to the outdoor versions for blind pedestrians by 

adding only two ultrasonic transceivers that are smaller 

than a credit card and are tagged to the user’s shoulder. 

System provides a real-time communication between user 

and the mobile client via the headphone in which user can 

ask for the path, obstacle prompts, and even his/her current 

location in familiar or unfamiliar surrounding also.  

Unfortunately, this system has two limitations. As only 

two beacons attached to the user’s shoulder, so it becomes 

impossible to obtain the height data of the user. Used 

algorithm calculates the location of user in two dimensions 

assuming the average height of a person, which gives 

larger error if the user sits or lies down. Another limitation 

is that because of signals reflection or blocking by walls 

and furniture, there are some “dead spots” due to the bad 

faulty date reads. [10] 

E. Different gadgets available in different scenarios  

Wearable and portable assistive technologies are also used 

for supporting people with disabilities such as the blind. 

Wearable devices are allowing hands-free interaction, or at 

least minimizing the use of hands when using the device, 

while portable assistive devices required a constant hand 

interaction. 

A wearable obstacle avoidance electronics device 

designed to serve the navigation system of visually 

impaired person. System consist of implementation of the 

vOIce-“seeing with sound” system which contains glasses 

with attached camera, portable computer and ear speakers.  

System emphasizes its characteristics like free hands, free 

ears, wearable and east to operate.  [11] 

An ultrasonic sensor based navigation system for blind 

people is based on microcontroller with synthetic speech 

output and portable device to guide the user about urban 

walking paths to point out what decisions to make. This 

device uses the principle of reflection of high frequency 

ultrasonic beam to detect obstacles in the path. This 

mobility support instructions are given by vibro-tactile 

form in order to reduce navigation difficulties. A 

disadvantage of ultrasound is that walls may reflect or 

block ultrasound signals, which result in less accurate 

localization. [12]  

An indoor navigation system for visually impaired people 

constantly tracks the user through an RFID unit and 

communicated the user to obtain desired destination safely 

via wireless connection and through a tactile compass. 

[13] 

 “Blind audio Guidance system” is based on embedded 

system, uses ultrasonic sensor for distance measurement, 

IR sensor for object detection and AVR sound system for 

audio instructions. The main functions of this system are 
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environment recognition and path detection. Ultrasonic 

sensors receive visual information and this visual 

information is transformed into auditory information. To 

represent the information about the position of obstacles 

audio components of intensity, frequency, binaural phase 

difference are used. This signal transformation system 

reduces the training time required to use a white cane. 

However, only issue of this system is the difficulty to 

know one’s location globally.  [14]  

Vibration and voice operated navigation system developed 

using ultrasonic sensors to detect obstacles. Since visually 

impaired people are more sensitive in hearing and 

possesses strong perception than ordinary people. So this 

system gives alert through vibration and voice feedback. 

System works in indoor as well as outdoor navigation and 

focus on continuously sensing surround obstacles and 

alerting through vibration and voice feedback.  Depending 

upon the distance between obstacle and user different 

intensity levels are provided to vibration motor to alert 

user’s mobility.     [15]                 

 A navigation system designed for blind people using 

RGB-D sensor with range expansion. System uses a 

consumer RGB-D camera for range and visual 

information, which support range based floor 

segmentation. Cheaper RGB sensor supports in object 

detection and color sensing. User interface is given 

through audio instructions and sound map information. 

[16]    

III. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper provides a broad overview of state of the art 

techniques used for navigation system for visually 

impaired people. It concludes that navigation system have 

not achieved large scale exploitation mainly due to 

unaffordable cost, accuracy, usability. Future navigation 

system needs to first and foremost lower the installation 

expenditure by minimizing the infrastructure disputes that 

is required for localizing the consumer. Usability needs to 

be improved by minimizing the amount of sensors users 

have to carry and providing usable directions in a robust 

modality of feedback. System need to take into account 

the user’s special requirements, minimize cognitive load, 

cost effective, user friendliness and minimize any 

interference from the environment.  
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